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There’s a 
Train a 
Comin’:: 

Connection to the Empire Trail 
means: 

…connection to a Statewide 
trail network and National 
audience 

…more recreational users, long-
distance riders, and visitors 
seeking experiences, goods, 
services and heritage tourism 
opportunities on and off trail 
in Dutchess County… 

 



The Empire Trail:  
An Opportunity for  
Dutchess County: 

The Empire Trail in Dutchess County 

is a trail including historic rail corridors 

that can become a major regional and 

national recreation & heritage tourism  

destination, complemented and enhanced 

by coordinated wayfinding & rich 

historical interpretation 



Rail Trails Concept & Intent 

Is history important?  Is Heritage Tourism 

a goal?  Is a rail trail a “green nature 

tunnel” or an evocative linear historical 

site? 

 



Cultural Resources 
A rail trail is more than a connection between historic 
places, it IS a historic place… 

 

a linear industrial archaeological  

district, 

 

a “cultural landscape” 

 

…and a Heritage Tourism asset! 

 

Interpretation can enrich a person’s 

appreciation and experience of place 

 

 

 



Trail Uses 
Recreation: happens by default, if people 

are on a trail and they are moving and 

looking at things 

Interpretation: happens by choice, if 

provided…and people look at it  



Trail Interpretation Planning 

Planning can include preservation & 
interpretation of a trail corridor’s historical 
resources 

 

Consider interpretive  

programming from the start: 

 

What physical remains survive? 

 

What stories can they tell? 



“Double-you?!  
What does 
that mean?  
Westchester?” 
 
 _ _ . _ 



Railroad Archaeology 
A railroad right-of-way can contain lingering 

evidence of communication, operations, 

safety, etc. equipment that can tell stories 

 

These artifacts are often removed during 

preconstruction clearing 

 

If history & education are goals, conduct a 

Preconstruction Survey to identify features 

 

Then protect, stabilize, design, preserve, 

enhance…and interpret! 



Lay Down Tracks! 

Two Pennsylvania Rail 
Trail Trailhead Track 
Installations That Make 
The Railroad Landscape 
Connection Clear 



Northeast Pennsylvania Rail Trail Coalition 

36-Mile Lehigh Gorge Rail Trail 



Railroad Artifacts: What IS all this stuff? 



Infrastructure Interpretation Opportunities:  
  
In just one mile of a local rail trail… 



“Roundhouse Park”  
Whitman, Massachusetts 



Roundhouses were everywhere! 
Hopewell Jct., NY 



Historical Preservation: 
Hopewell Jct. Depot 



Historical Preservation: 
Hopewell Jct. Interlocking Tower 



Historical Interpretation: 
Dutchess County Rail Trail 



INTERPRETATION ANSWERS 
THE QUESTIONS: 

•What am I looking at?  

•Why does this place look the 
way it does?  

•What happened here?   

•Why should I care? 



Engagement & “Relateability” 
Railroad history is not just names & dates! 

The railroad was the Internet, Interstate highway 

and UPS of the 19th century 

 

It spurred community growth and provided 

connection to the outside world 

 

Samuel F.B. Morse’s railroad telegraph: world’s 

first instantaneous long-distance communication 

 

“Maybrook Line” PA-New England freight corridor 
= Interstate 84;  Maybrook Yard = truck 
distribution warehouses 

 



Its not all about trains! 
 What else can we see or reach from the trail?  

 

Natural history, natural landscapes 

 

Human land use and infrastructure: 

agricultural, industrial, urban… 

 

Community history & growth 



Interpretation: Hopewell Jct. Depot Museum panels, Hopewell 
Jct., New York, for the Hopewell Depot Restoration 
Corporation 



Regional Significance 



Local Impacts 



Transportation  
Technology 



Naming Trails: Legendary Lines 

Charles Melville Hayes 



Our Legendary Line: 
“The Maybrook” 

“Maybrook Bound” by William Dulmaine 



New York, New Haven & Hartford 
Railroad’s “Maybrook Division” 



Engineering Challenge: 
Climbing Depot Hill and the “Horseshoe Curve”   



Horseshoe Curve 

Pennsylvania Railroad, Altoona, PA 



Technological Solution: 
Ten dedicated Schenectady, NY-built ALCO steam 
“pusher” locomotives based out of Hopewell Jct.  

 



The Maybrook Today 

Towners, NY 



So… 
What  
IS the  
“Beacon  
Line”? 
 
Can it be 
the 
“Maybrook 
Mountain 
Trail”?! 



Happening Now: Ulster County Rail Trail 
Branding and Wayfinding 
 
New Circular Trail Logos: 



Other Regional Rail Trail 
Interpretation “Looks” 



Other Regional Rail Trail 
Branding and Wayfinding 



The Takeaway:  
 
Before the train leaves the station… 
 
 
-Make a conscious planning decision that rail trails are historical landscapes and 
heritage tourism assets 
 
-Generate a Dutchess County transportation history context 
 
-Plan and develop sensible, authentic and consistent trail naming, branding and 
wayfinding schemes 
 
-Plan and develop accurate and consistent trail public history interpretation 
programming and infrastructure 
 
-Survey, identify, protect, preserve, enhance and interpret the industrial 
archaeology and infrastructure of rail trail corridors   
 
-Promote rail trails as both Recreational and Heritage Tourism destinations 
 
--Begin to plan for this with stakeholders, property owners and project 
proponents. 

 



The End 



Q&A Time 


